Graphical models with hi-directed edges ( +-7) represent marginal independence: the ab sence of an edge between two vertices in dicates that the corresponding variables are marginally independent. In this paper, we consider maximum likelihood estimation in the case of continuous variables with a Gaus sian joint distribution, sometimes termed a covariance graph model. We present a new fitting algorithm which exploits standard re gression techniques and establish its conver gence properties. Moreover, we contrast our procedure to existing estimation algorithms.
INTRODUCTION
Graphical models are commonly based on undirected graphs, DAGs, or chain graphs in which the absence of an edge between two vertices indicates some condi tional independence between the associated variables. However, there has also been interest in graphical models in which the variables associated with two non adjacent vertices are marginally independent. These models for marginal independence may naturally be represented with hi-directed edges ( +-7) via a natural extension of d-separation. These models correspond to the special case of Richardson's and Spirtes' (2002) ancestral graph models where the ancestral graph has hi-directed edges only. The case of jointly Gaussian variables has also been termed covariance graph mod els by Wermuth (1993, 1996) who use dashed lines rather than hi-directed edges. Besides being in teresting models in their own right, graphical mod els for marginal independence are also interesting in the context of DAGs since certain DAGs with hidden variables induce marginal independences amongst the observed variables that can be represented by a hi directed graph (see Section 2). For undirected graphs, DAGs and chain graphs, pa rameter learning procedures are well developed, see e.g. Lauritzen (1996) or Whittaker (1990) , and many methods are implemented in Edwards' (2000) soft ware package MIM. This is not the case, however, for graphical models for marginal independence and covariance graph models in particular. For instance, MIM does not permit maximum likelihood (ML) esti mation in covariance graph models but permits fitting only by Kauermann's (1996) heuristic method based on a "dual likelihood" , compare Edwards (2000, §7.4) .
This article presents a new iterative algorithm for ML estimation in covariance graph models. In Section 2 we describe and motivate graphical models for marginal independence in general, and in Section 3 we turn to the Gaussian case of covariance graph models. In par ticular, we review and critique Anderson's ML estima tion algorithm. In the core Section 4 we present our new algorithm which converges to a solution of the likelihood equations for almost every value of the ob servations. In Section 5 we show the estimates for an example data set and in Section 6 we outline future extensions to our algorithm.
2

GRAPHICAL MODELS FOR MARGINAL INDEPENDENCE
Suppose that we observe the set of variables V in the random vector X == (X; I i E V). Let G == (V, E) be a graph with the variable set V as vertex set and the edge set E s;; V x V consisting exclusively of hi directed edges (i,j), i "I j E V, denoted by i +-7 j.
2.1
GLOBAL MARKOV PROPERTY FOR HI-DIRECTED GRAPHS
In the hi-directed graph G, a path between vertices i, j E V is said to m-connect given S <;; V if there is a path between i and j on which every non-endpoint ver tex is in S. Disjoint non-empty sets of vertices A and B are m-connected given S in G if for some i E A and j E B there exists an m-connecting path between i and j given S in G. Otherwise, A and B are m-separated given S where S is allowed to be empty. The distri bution of X satisfies the global Markov property for G if XAllXB I Xs holds whenever A is m-separated from B given S. Here, XA = (X; I i E A), etc. Note that the global Markov property implies the pairwise Markov property consisting of the marginal indepen dences X;llXi for all i j4 j. If X has a Gaussian distribution then the pairwise Markov property also implies the global Markov property but this does not need to hold for an arbitrary probability distribution.
In the graph shown in Figure 1 (a), the path 1 t-t 3 t-t 4 t-t 2 m-connects 1 and 2 given Z = {3, 4}, but 1 and 2 are m-separated given any proper subset of {3, 4}. The global Markov property for this graph requires that 1ll{2,4} and 2ll{1, 3}. In a hi-directed graph, there are no directed paths, and every non-endpoint vertex on a path is a collider, i.e. two arrow-heads point to the vertex. Therefore, the definition of m-connection given above is the natural extension of Pearl's (1988) d-connection criterion to graphs containing hi-directed edges. Richardson and Spirtes (2002) define m-connection for a larger class of graphs called ancestral graphs, which may contain directed, undirected and hi-directed edges. The def inition for ancestral graphs reduces to the definition given here in the case where all edges are hi-directed.
RELATION TO DAG MODELS WITH HIDDEN VARIABLES
Graphical models for marginal independence can be motivated by the following consideration (see also Pearl and Wermuth, 1994) . Suppose that there is DAG D with vertex set V U U, where the variables in V are observed, and those in U are unobserved. Suppose fur ther that observed variables i E V have no children in the graph, i.e. chv(i) = {j E V U U I i -t j} = 0. Models of this kind are used in psychology and the social sciences, see e.g. Bollen (1989, §6) . DAGs with hidden variables that satisfy the conditions of Proposition 1 induce an independence structure over the observed variables that can be represented by a hi directed graph. However, further (non-independence) restrictions can hold in the hidden variable model such that it is only a submodel of the hi-directed graph model (see Richardson and Spirtes 2002, §7.3 .1, §8.6).
MARKOV EQUIVALENCE RESULTS
A hi-directed graph is Markov equivalent to some DAG with the same set of vertices if the respective global Markov properties yield the same conditional indepen dences. Pearl and Wermuth (1994) state the result given in Proposition 2. In Proposition 3, we give the natural converse.
Proposition 2 Let G be a hi-directed graph with ver tex set V. Then (i) there is a DA G D with the same vertex set V, which is Markov equivalent to G, iff (ii) G does not contain either of the following as induced subgraphs:
at-tbt-tct-td a t7 b t7 c t7 d t7 a. 
COVARIANCE GRAPH MODELS
Suppose now that the variables V are continuous with a centered Gaussian = normal joint distribution,
is the unknown positive definite covariance matrix. The normal distribution of X is pairwise and globally Markov for the hi-directed graph
Let P(V) be the cone of all positive definite V x V matrices and let P( G) be the cone of all matrices � E P(V) which fulfill the linear restrictions in (1). Then the covariance graph model based on G is the family of all normal distributions
This article considers the estimation of the unknown parameter � based on a sample of i.i.d. observations
.. , n }, from the covariance graph model ( 2). The set N can be interpreted as indexing the subjects on which we observe the variables in V.
We group the vectors in the sample as columns in the V x N random matrix Y which is distributed as
Here, I N is theN x N identity matrix,� E P(G) is the unknown positive definite covariance matrix, and 0 is the Kronecker product. Thus the i-th row Y; = Y;. E ll?. N of the matrix Y contains the i.i.d. observations for variable i E V on all the subjects in N and the k-th column Yk = X( k ) holds all the observations made on the subject k EN. Finally, the sample size is n = I NI and the number of variables is p = lVI · Since our model assumes a zero mean, the empirical covariance matrix is defined to be (4) We shall assume that n :0:: p such that S is positive definite with probability one.
Note that the case where the model also includes an unknown mean vector J1 can be treated by estimating J1 by the empirical mean vector Y E ll?. v , i.e. the vector of the row means of Y. The empirical covariance matrix would then be the matrix (5) and learning of � would use S instead of S. However, we would have to assume that n :0:: p+ 1 to ensure that S is positive definite with probability one.
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION
The density fu nction of Y with respect to the Lebesgue measure is the function fE : ll?. v xN ---t II?. given by
Considered as a function of the unknown parameters for fixed data y this gives the likelihood fu nction of the covariance graph model N(G) as the mapping L:
. where L( �) = h;( y). In ML estimation, the parameter � is estimated by the element of P( G) which maximizes the likelihood L or more conveniently the log-
The log-likelihood C( �) can be expressed as
see e.g. Edwards (2000, §3.1). The condition n :0:: p implies the existence of the global maximum of C(� ) over P(G). This condition is not necessary in general but we are not aware of any results in the literature which provide a necessary and sufficient condition.
Besides existence, there is also the issue of uniqueness of the ML estimates, i.e. whether the likelihood has a unique local maximum which is then global. The model N (G) is a curved but not regular exponential family, thus, the log-likelihood need not be concave. In fact, the log-likelihood can have multiple local maxima (cf. Drton and Richardson 2002) . For a large enough sample size, a multimodal likelihood seems not to arise in practice assuming the model assumptions hold but might still arise if the model assumptions do not hold (see also Cox and Wermuth 1996, p. 102f) .
THE LIKELIHOOD EQUATIONS
The likelihood equations are the estimating equations obtained by setting the derivatives of the log-likelihood C( �) with respect to CTij, i = j or i +-+ j, to zero. From Anderson and Olkin (1985, §2.1.1) it follows that the likelihood equations are (8) for i = j and i +-+ j. The full matrix � is then deter mined by CTi j = 0 for i j4 j.
ANDERSON'S ALGORITHM
Anderson (1969, 1970) studied general linear hypothe ses on the covariance matrix � which contain covari ance graph models as a special case. In Anderson (1973) , he developed an iterative algorithm to solve specifically the likelihood equations under linear hy potheses on L:. We refer to this estimation procedure as Anderson's algorithm.
The iterations in Anderson's algorithm consist of solv ing a system of linear equations built from the current estimate of L:. In the case of a covariance graph model, the linear equations are solved for the vector of unre stricted elements in L:, i.e. for u = (uij I (i,j) E F) where F = {ij = (i,j) I i H j V i = j}, and the algorithm can be specified as follows. We denote u i J = (L: -1 ) ij and define A = AE to be the
Furthermore, we set the F x 1 vector b = bE to
It can be shown that L:
solves the likelihood equations (8).
Anderson's algorithm updates the current estimate L:(r ) to L:(r+ 1 l determined by the linear equations
Thus, a fixed point of Anderson's algorithm is a solu tion to the likelihood equations (8). As starting value, Anderson suggests the identity matrix, i.e. L:(0J = lv.
In the first step, his algorithm constructs the empirical estimate L:( 1 l with ugl = Sij, ij E F. However, nei ther L:( 1 l nor any subsequent estimate of L: has to be positive (semi-) definite and thus may not be a valid covariance matrix. Moreover, at any given stage, the likelihood may decrease, and convergence of Ander son's algorithm cannot be guaranteed.
Therefore, we propose an alternative algorithm for ML estimation which constructs a sequence of estimates in P( G) with never decreasing likelihood which converges to a solution of the likelihood equations for almost every data matrix y. Note that our new algorithm only fits covariance graph models and cannot treat the wide range of models covered by Anderson's algorithm. 
is the { i} x -i matrix of regression coefficients and is the conditional variance. The joint density fu nction for Y can be factored into the product of the marginal density function for Y-i and the conditional density function of Yi given y_i:
Our idea for an iterative ML estimation algorithm is then to treat �-i , -i as if it were kno,vn from a current feasible estimate of L:, to estimate Bi and Ai from the regression (13), and to then update L: according to (14) and (15) using the three pieces L:-i ,-i , Bi, and Ai. Of course, this step needs to be carried out in turn for all i E V.
The subtlety with this idea is that we need to respect the restriction L: E P(G) when estimating Bi and Ai. If the graph G was the complete graph G in which an edge joins any pair of vertices then the mapping
would be bijective and the regression in (13) a stan dard normal regression. For a general graph G, this will not be the case. Fortunately, our covariance re strictions are linear and so simple that we will be able to find equivalent restrictions on the regression coef ficients Bi which will lead to an equivalent standard normal regression based, however, on altered variables which we name pseudo-variables.
AN EXAMPLE
Before we develop our idea to a generally applicable algorithm, we illustrate it by the example of the graph shown in Figure 1(a) . This graph imposes the marginal independences 1JL{2, 4} and 2JL{1, 3} which imply the conditional independences 3JL211 and 4JL112. Thus the joint density can be decomposed as
In this factorization the term j(y3 , Y4 I Y1, Y2 ) corre sponds to the bivariate seemingly unrelated regression model considered in Drton and .
Here, however, we do not want to make use of the fac torization (18) Let the spouses of i E V be sp( i) = {j I i B j} and the non-spouses nsp(i) = V \ (sp(i) U {i}). For i = 1, we find sp(1) = 3 and nsp(1) = 24 where the shorthand ij denotes the set {i,j}. The bijection (17) suggests that we can improve our current estimate of � by holding the block i:234,234 fixed and using the regression (13) to find improved estimates of B;, .A; and hence of �1,1234 = � � 234,1 . However, we need to respect the two restrictions 0'12 = 0'14 = 0. Since these are restrictions of marginal independence they do not translate into restricting some of the regression coefficients in B1 to zero (as would be the case with an undirected graphical model). Instead some coefficients in B1 will be a linear combination of the remaining entries in B 1 . 
From (20), it fo llows that B1 Y234 = f313.24z1 where the pseudo-variable z1 equals
The regression (13) then becomes
Since we hold i:234,234 fixed it can be used to com pute current estimates of the regression coefficients fj32.4 and fj34.2 which are plugged into (21) to yield the estimate Z1 of Z1. We use Z1 in the regression (22) and find from the usual least squares formulas:
Using (20) For i = 3, sp(3) = 14 and nsp(3) = 2. In regression (13), we must now respect 0'32 = 0 which, by a similar calculation as in Section 4.2.1, translates into Therefore the regression (13) is now with the pseudo-variables
We fix i:124,124 and compute from it the regression coefficients fj12 and fj42 yielding Z3 by (26). Using z3 in the regression (25), we obtain the least squares estimates (27) Using (24) we can compute fj32.14 to complete the es timate B3. In the resulting update of i:, the subma trix i:124,124 remains unchanged but we set i:3,124 = .83}':124,124 and i:124,3 = i:; ,124 . The remaining vari ance 8-33 is updated to 8-33 = ,\3 + .83}':124,3·
The Iteration
Figure 2 illustrates one full iteration in our algo rithm in this example. The algorithm cycles in ar bitrary order through the four regressions (Y; I Y_;), i = 1, 2, 3, 4. In Figure 2 , a filled circle represents vari ables in the conditioning set -i, and an unfilled circle stands for the variable i forming the response variable in the considered regression. The thick directed edges coincide with hi-directed edges in the original graph shown in Figure 1 . Thin edges do not have a corre sponding hi-directed edge in the original graph. Re gression coefficients label the edges. It can be seen that the regression coefficients at thin edges are linear com binations of the regression coefficients at thick edges where the weights in the linear combinations are dec orated with "hats" as fj to remind that they are com puted from i:-i,-i, the block remaining unchanged in the i-step of the iteration. Regression coefficients with out "hat" are estimated by regression on appropriate pseudo-variables. 
A Criticism
Our algorithm does not make use of any available like lihood factorization. For example, (18) implies that the components a11 and a22 of a solution to the likeli hood equations must coincide with the corresponding empirical quantities 811 and 822, respectively. Thus the pseudo-variable regressions (Y1 I Y2, Y3, Y4) and (Y2 I Y1, Y2, Y4) need not be carried out, and the al gorithm's convergence is sped up considerably. Hence, the algorithm may be improved by systematically em ploying information on which submatrices of a solution to the likelihood equations must coincide with their empirical counterparts, but this requires further work.
PSEUDO-VARIABLE REGRESSION
We now describe the general algorithm. Let f:• E P(G) be a feasible estimate of I:. Suppose we wish to update i:• to a new estimate i: E P(G) by setting i:-i,-i = i::_ i,-i and using the regression (Yi I Y_;) to obtain i:;,v. For A � V, define P A(G) to be the set of all A x A submatrices of matrices in P(G). Then a matrix I: E P( G) iff I: fulfills the two conditions Hence, the regression coefficients for the non-spouses of i are linear combinations of the regression coeffidents for the spouses:
where
are the regression coefficients in (Ys p(i) I Y nsp(i) ). From (29), we obtain that the mapping is bijective. Hence, for restricted I: E P(G) the sub matrix L-i,-i does not restrict the range of variation of Ai and Bi,sp ( i ) in Lhe Inaxirnization of the likeli hood factor f ( s, , >., ) (Yi I Y-i) in (16). Moreover, for I: E P(G), the regression (13) can be rewritten as
where the pseudo-variables Z; are the residuals in the regression (Y, p(i) 
Since sp( i) � -i and nsp( i) � -i the regression co efficients B sp(i).nsp(i) can be calculated from i::_ i,-i · These can be plugged into (33) to find estimates Z; of the pseudo-variables. The pseudo-variable regression (32) yields new estimates B i,sp(i) and A; from which we can calculate B i,nsp(i) using (29). Thus, we can form the estimate B; from which we can reconstruct i: i,-i using (14) and a;; using (15).
THE ALGORITHM
These considerations lead to the following algorithm where i; ( r ) denotes the estimated value of I: after the r th iteration, and i; ( r, i) is the estimated value of I: after the i-th step of the r-th iteration, i.e. after regressing Yi on Y_;,
(1) Set the iteration counter r == 0, and choose a starting value i; ( O ) E P(G), e.g. the identity ma trix f: ( O ) = Iv. (b) Compute the MLE of Bi,•p ( i ) and Ai in the linear regression (32):
(c) Use (29) to compute B i,n • p ( i ) which com pletes B i . Inverting (14) and (15), recon struct i; (r ,i ) == iJ. i; (r� i ) . set i; (rJ) equal to
the transpose of i:\rj, and complete i;(r ,i ) (r,p) . Increment the counter r to r + 1. Go to (2).
The iterations can be stopped according to a criterion such as "the estimate of }:; is not changed" (in some pre-determined accuracy).
CONVERGENCE
The key to prove convergence properties of the algo rithm in Section 4.4 is to recognize that the algorithm consists of iterated partial maximizations over sections of the parameter space P( G) (compare Lauritzen 1996, Appendix A.4, and Meng and Rubin 1993) . More ac curately, we will consider the parameter space 0 == {}:; E P(G) 1 £(}:;) 2: e(i:i0l)}
which of course contains the global maximizer off(}:;). The set 0 is obviously closed, and under the condition n 2: p necessarily bounded. Thus 0 is compact. The section 0i(f:) <;: 0 is defined by
The bijection (31) implies that the algorithm steps (2a)-(2c) maximize the log-likelihood partially over the section 0 i(i:(r ,i-1l), i.e. i; (r ,i ) = arg max { £(}:;) 12:; E 0i(i; (r ,i-1 ) ) }.
Hence, the sequence e(i;(r ) ) is non-decreasing and bounded and thus converges, i.e.
lim C(i:(rl) = C(oo) .
T--+00
Since 0 is compact the sequence i;(r) must have a con vergent subsequence i:hl with limit i;(oo). By (37), i;(oo) maximizes the log-likelihood in particular over the section of 0 defined by fixin � all but one single entry IJ ij of}:; , This implies that }:;(oo) solves the like lihood equations. Moreover, (37) shows that f;(oo) is either a saddle point or a local maximum of the log likelihood. Finally, (38) implies that C(f;( oo)) == £(oo).
If the likelihood equations have only one solution then our algorithm converges to this unique local = global maximum of the likelihood. If there are multiple so lutions to the likelihood equations then almost surely no two solutions have the same log-likelihood value. Hence, with probability one, our algorithm constructs a sequence which converges to one of these solutions.
The following theorem summarizes our results.
Theorem 4 Suppose the sequence f;(r ) is constructed by the algorithm from Section 4.4. Then all accumu lation points of i;(r) are saddle points or local maxima of the log-likelihood. Moreover, all accumulation points have the same likelihood value. Thus, with probability one, the sequence i;(r) converges to a saddle point or a local maximum of the log-likelihood.
In practice, the finite accuracy used in computer calcu lations seems to prevent convergence to a saddle point.
REMARK ON COMPLEXITY
The new algorithm can be restated only in terms of the empirical covariance matrix S defined in (4). For example in (23), Yi z; = s13-t32.4sl2-t34. 2s14 and the remaining quantities can be expressed similarly. Thus, the sample size does not affect the complexity of the algorithm. The complexity of one of the algo rithm's pseudo-variable regression steps is dominated by the solution of the systems of nsp( i) and sp( i) linear equations in (29) and (34), respectively. Table 1 presents data on p = 4 variables measured on n = 39 patients (see Cox and Wermuth 1993, Table  7 , and Kauermann 1996, Ta ble 1). If we index the variables in this data set by W = 1, V = 2, X = 3, and Y = 4 then the covariance graph model fitted by Kauermann is the one illustrated in Figure 1(a) . We use the observed marginal correlations and standard deviations to reconstruct the empirical covariance ma trix. Then we fit the model from Figure 1 (a) by our new algorithm for ML estimation. Table 2 shows that the ML estimates and Kauermann's dual estimates are very similar in this example. 
CONCLUSION/EXTENSIONS
The new algorithm finds ML estimates in covariance graph models using only standard least squares tools. Thus its implementation is straightforward. Moreover, with probability one, the new algorithm converges to a saddle point or local maximum of the likelihood.
Besides the modification discussed in Section 4.2.4, an other modification which potentially speeds up our al gorithm consists in using multivariate regressions in stead of the univariate regressions (ri I Y_i). The mul tivariate regressions would be of the form (Yc I Yv \ C) for some subset C � V. If the subset C is complete with respect to G, i.e. every pair of vertices in C is ad jacent, then the conditional distribution (Yc I Yv \ C) has the form of a seemingly unrelated regression. ML estimation in seemingly unrelated regression itself re quires iterative algorithms but if the current estimate of � is used as a starting value then a single step in such an algorithm would be sufficient for the exten sion of our algorithm. Following this idea, one could perform edge-wise updates, i.e. I CI = 2, but it might possibly be better to perform updates for cliques C.
Finally, since the new algorithm exploits regression techniques, and not directly the likelihood equations, it may lend itself to generalization; for example, to the case of a graphical model for marginal independence in which the variables are discrete.
